The Promise Partnership
Opportunities to be involved

“We grow up loved, safe, and respected so that we realise our full potential.”
Scotland’s ambition for children and young people
The Promise Partnership is an investment of £4m from Scottish Government intended to deliver
change in line with Scotland’s commitment to creating capacity in the ‘care system’ to
#KeepThePromise and support families. The focus for 2021 will be to build capacity and seed
funding the strategic developments that need to happen immediately.

Short-Term Advisory Group
Corra intends to set up a Short-Life Advisory Group to agree the criteria and funding parameters
for first phase of funding from The Promise Partnership.
The Advisory Group will virtually meet twice in January to sign off an approach to how the initial
£4m will be invested and once again in March to reflect on the process.
No previous experience of funding is required as the team at Corra, in consultation with the team
at The Promise, will produce frameworks to support the group.
Corra is looking for eight people to be part of the Advisory, with a mix of lived and professional
experience across the public (including local authority) and third sectors with knowledge of system
change and service design as well as organisation culture and behaviours.
All members of Advisory Group must have a commitment to the vision of The Promise an
understanding of what it will take for Scotland to realise this.
The Advisory Group meetings will be held w/c 11th January, w/c 18th January and the final one in
w/c 15th March.
If this sounds like you, and you are available to be part of Advisory please email a short paragraph
to promisepartnership@corra.scot.

Short-Term Decision-Making Panel
To help make final funding decisions for The Promise Partnership, Corra intends to set up a ShortLife Decision-Making Panel.
The panel will virtually meet approximately four times January and March to review The Promise
Partnership against the criteria and parameters against the investment pot of £4m.
No previous experience of grant-making is required as the team at Corra, will carry out the due
diligence and present the group an assessment of fundable propositions. The panel’s job will be to
agree the final allocation of the £4m ensuring the investment is reaching where it is most needed,
and all parts of Scotland.

Again, Corra is looking for eight people to be part of this group, all with lived experience of
Scotland’s ‘care system’ as well as a commitment to the vision of The Promise an understanding of
what it will take for Scotland to realise this.
Members of the panel could also be on the Advisory Group.
Dates are to be confirmed but the panel are likely to meet w/c 18th January, w/c 22nd February and
w/c 15th March.
If this sounds like you, and you are available to be part of the group please email a short paragraph
to promisepartnership@corra.scot. If you have a connection to an organisation that is considering
applying to the Promise Partnership please include this in your paragraph. Tell us what the
connection is i.e. staff and the organisation name.
The Short-Life Decision-Making Panel may also be asked to
consider fundable ideas from other potential investors in the Promise Partnership and
work of The Promise.
reconvene to consider any further investment from the Scottish Government in 2021/22.
Corra will cover any digital/broadband requirement for members to fulfil these roles, as well as
offer £10 per hour imbursement for the time to prepare and the time take part in meetings, this
will be done in ways most suited to each member, e.g. cash payment, vouchers etc.
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